Juvenile Prisons: Paying More for Less Safety
According to national studies, most juvenile prisons have recidivism rates
of 50%-70%. In contrast, studies have shown that community-based
sanctions can reduce juvenile recidivism by up to 80%. Warehousing
youth in juvenile prisons is not only the least effective means of turning
troubled children into responsible adults — it is also the most expensive.
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For more information, contact the Alabama Youth Justice Coalition.

Alabama taxpayers are spending more than $30,000,000 per year to put
children behind bars. By redirecting funds from juvenile prisons to
community-based sanctions, states like Mississippi and Texas have saved
millions in taxpayer dollars and helped their children succeed — without
sacrificing public safety.

Working together, we can ensure that Alabama’s juvenile justice system
is accountable to the families it serves and the taxpayers it protects.
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